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FRIENDLY & FAMILIIAR CAMPUS
This institute has been approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) New Delhi,
Directorate of Technical Education (DTE) and the Government of Maharashtra. All its courses are
affiliated to Savitribai Phule Pune University. It offers Four Years / Eight Semester (12+Level)
Degree course in Engineering and Technology in Computer Engineering, E&TC Engineering
Mechanical Engineering and Information Technology. It has been committed to produce excellent
results in University examination. The institute is fully equipped with modern infrastructure facilities
such as spacious lecture halls with modern audio-visual aids, fully equipped laboratories, library,
reading rooms, seminar hall and computer center. It has qualified and experienced faculty that makes
the backbone of the Institute.
EXCELLENCE:
Working with a highly professional attitude. Having a capability at managing high level workloads
within strict deadlines. Strongly believe in planning, prioritizing work and maintain confidentiality in
sensitive matters and display good judgement and initiative when required. Developing Industry
Ready Students for better career graph of Students. Preparation Students for Industry Readiness
Accomplishing training programs on Employment Enhancement skills Develop best learning process
using a comprehensive understanding of industry's best practices Imbibe Professionalism, Behavioral
aspects and awareness as per Industry expectations align aspirations of the students with the needs of
the Industry Customer Value creation for Industry and students Attention to both Individual students
and groups Leveraging Networking, Collaboration and Partnership with Industry Promote Career
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Counseling by organizing Guidance lectures by Senior Corporate Personnel Regular interaction with
the industry through Seminars, Guest Lectures, Conferences, Corporate meets etc. Building a learning
organization that produce high quality candidates for the industry Engage Corporate and Industry
participation in terms of Internship, Projects which facilitate Campus Recruitment Impart Best
practices and learning from experiences.
LEADERSHIP AND CULTURAL HERITAGE:
In the realm of education and healthcare in the state of Maharashtra, one name stands out like a shining
beacon, that of Padmashree Dr. D.Y. Patil. His vision, dedication and passion have been indelibly
influenced, by his wisdom and generosity and have left several benchmarks, be it in the schools for
imparting basic education or institutes for higher learning. He has materialized his dreams under the
umbrella of prestigious education institutes in Kolhapur, Navi Mumbai and Pune. He is pioneer in
ushering an era of privatization of technical education in Maharashtra. He is a philanthropist,
educationist and social worker and under his able guidance the Pratishthan has more than hundred
academic institutes of international repute, from kindergarten to post graduation levels in various
disciplines of education. His regard and respect for traditional values and openness to modern ideas,
blended perfectly with his admirable personality. Humble and unassuming Dr. D.Y. Patil is better
known for his work, rather than the awards and recognition he has received over the years. For his
pioneering contribution in the field of education, he was honored with the title 'Padmashree' by the
President of India. He is also awarded two Doctorates in philosophy, the first by The World University
Round Table (USA) in 1985 and later by Britain (UK) in 1996.
At The D Y Patil Group, this is the spirit that has empowered us greatly in our process of ENSURING
A BETTER TOMORROW. To the group, tomorrow does not belong to mere technology or
sophisticated software, but to our core strength- our people. The group has always placed people’s
welfare before commercial profits in every activity it carries out.
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ENCOURAGEMENT:
Encouragement is given for basic and quality reasoning and building up a climate where each part
assumes a liability for individual and expert development and advancement. spurring our understudies
in their work field is the thing that our fundamental point. we put stock in the estimation of positive
inspiration and support of pour understudies to enable them to accomplish their objectives and vision
and for that, we have an organization working toward a spurred domain for staff and students.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:
We are centered around advancing the feeling of social obligations in understudies by including
student in different social exercises. This aide in making mindfulness in most recent and essential
social issues in individual and gives them a more extensive point of view of understanding the causes
and conceivable cures identified with them.
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